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›

Executive
Summary
On this 40th anniversary of IACA
we are delighted to submit this
application to the Merit Award
committee for our successful
implementation with the
Interconnection of Jersey’s
Enhanced Centralised Registry
of Beneficial Ownership and
Control.
We believe that our local approach to support
the global AML/CFT fight is an effective and
innovative solution with many elements that
can be reused by our international colleagues.
Although jurisdictions are adopting various
approaches to tackle this common issue;
there are a number of common complex
challenges being faced which require
innovative solutions to achieve transparency
across ownership and control structures.
Immediately prior to the 2016 London AntiCorruption Summit, the States of Jersey
Government signed an agreement with the
United Kingdom to enhance the exchange of
beneficial ownership information between the
law enforcement authorities.

Innovation highlights
› Signed an international agreement
with the UK to share beneficial
	
ownership and controller information
› Created the Intelligence Access Point
(IAP), a highly secure ICT solution
	
to provide automatic access to
international law enforcement and tax
authorities
› System satisfies ultra confidentiality
constraints so that only authorised
law enforcement and tax authority
officers have visibility of the conducted
queries
› Governance and access control is
facilitated by Jersey’s Joint Financial
 Crime Unit who use the Intelligence
Access Point to service urgent queries
within 1hr
› Provided streamlined tools and
processes to receive and process
	
the update of beneficial ownership
and control information across over
35,000 legal entities and 250,000
beneficial owners within 6 months.

This agreement meant that for the first time the Companies Registry had to
provide automated access to highly sensitive information to international
trusted authorities. In a period of increasing information security risk, we have a
requirement to securely interconnect our registries to provide intelligence to our
law enforcement and tax authorities. This requirement introduced significant cyber
security and confidentiality challenges, and in our case we had to provide access to
an accurate and current central register of beneficial ownership and control, that
allows international authorities to query our register and receive a response within
1 hour.
This project highlights the changing role of the business registers and filing offices
whereby Government authorities and law enforcement agencies realise the valuable
information that is contained within registry data. Registries are being challenged to
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become a national and often international information service provider to support
the fight against money laundering and the funding of terrorism. At the same time
public administrations are being tasked to deliver more with less, which is why Jersey
is an avid supporter of sharing knowledge with our international counterparts.
Through the valued support of fellow IACA members we were able to determine the
challenges faced with AML/CFT measures and potential cyber security issues with
providing restricted access to highly sensitive information. We do not apologise
for the constant reference to help and support from IACA members through this
submission, without their help our initiative would not be the success it is.
Through the Interconnection of Jersey’s Enhanced Centralised Registry of Beneficial
Ownership and Control programme of work, we have been able to:
›	Establish an Exchange of Notes legal agreement with the Government of the
United Kingdom. Under this agreement, UK law enforcement and tax authorities
can obtain beneficial ownership information on corporate and legal entities
without restriction, and this information is to be available for use in both civil and
criminal proceedings;
›	Develop an Intelligence Access Point (IAP) that allows unrestricted access
to authorised law enforcement agencies, with complex requirements and
understandably significant confidentiality constraints to protect the integrity of
ongoing investigations;
›	Establish a utility that provides the Jersey Financial Investigation Unit (FIU) with
the ability to service beneficial owner and controller information requests from
UK law enforcement and tax authorities on a 24 / 7 / 365 basis within an agreed
1 hour service level;
›	Amend our legislative base to mandate the automatic notification and update
of the central register of beneficial ownership and control by all registered
corporate and legal entities;
›	Create tools to simplify the identification of complex beneficial ownership and
control structures by industry, through the application of the 3-Tier test in
accordance with FATF recommendations;
Establish a collaborative forum with both industry and the Jersey “tech›	
community” to explore Registry APIs and the intermediary tools to reduce the
administrative burden to achieve compliance;
›	Electronically dispatch over 35,000 Control of Borrowing Order consents;
›	Reinforce Jerseys commitment to support transparency and the international
fight against AML/CFT whilst mitigating operational and reputational risks to the
island;
The outcomes for this project means that Jersey has provided a secure channel
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Project team members

£500,000
Project budget

50,000

Volume of correspondence issued

to exchange highly sensitive
information with UK law
enforcement
and
tax
authorities operating in a high
performance high availability
area with extremely aggressive
service level agreements in
place.

The
approach
taken
has
adopted
innovative
Estimated number of beneﬁcial owners and controllers
solutions adopted in the
areas
of
interoperability,
18
confidentiality and cyber
Number of new forms created
security. These solutions
are presented within this application and are available for knowledge share and
support to IACA members.

250,000

On behalf of the Jersey Financial Services Commission, I thank you for the
opportunity to submit this application; welcome any further questions that you may
have in your evaluation process; and look forward to you response in due course.

Yours Sincerely,

Julian Lamb
Deputy Registrar, Director Registry
Companies Registry
Jersey Financial Services Commission
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“Jersey’s combination of a central register of the
UBO with a high level of vetting/evaluation not found
elsewhere and regulation of TCSPs of a standard found
in few other jurisdictions has been widely recognised by
international organisations and individual jurisdictions as
placing Jersey in a leading position in meeting standards
of beneficial ownership transparency.”
MONEYVAL – Council of Europe Report on
Fourth Assessment, Jersey 2015
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›

Background
Jersey Financial Services Commission

The Jersey Financial Services Commission (“Commission”) is the Island’s unitary
financial services regulator. It is responsible for the supervision and development
of financial services provided in or from within Jersey.
The Commission is also responsible, pursuant to powers granted to it under the
Companies (Jersey) Law 1991, for appointing a person to exercise certain statutory
responsibilities as the registrar of companies (the “Registrar”). The Commission
has appointed the Director General of the Commission as the Registrar.

The Companies Registry

The Registry is a business enabler and a gatekeeper as part of the Financial Services
Commission for the island. The Registry registers certain Jersey legal persons/legal
arrangements and maintains the registers and full registry lifecycle of business
names, companies, partnerships, foundations, trademarks and security interests.
The Registry registers information that these legal persons or legal arrangements
are required to supply, and makes certain information available to the public.
The registry is currently undergoing a change program to establish a new Registry
Platform that will provide a modern environment for all stakeholders to engage with
the Registry; whilst providing an enabler for the Commission’s Registry ecosystem
to efficiently deliver new Government registries.
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Registry’s Function

The primary functions of the Registry are:
to register and incorporate companies, foundations, limited liability
›	
partnerships, limited partnerships, incorporated limited partnerships, separate
limited partnerships and business names; to include the administration of a
central register of beneficial ownership and control
› to maintain statutory registers and to provide an efficient and effective service;
› to provide quick and easy public access to certain information;
› to facilitate cross border corporate transactions;
› to monitor and vet adherence to the Sound Business Practice;
›	to undertake the first line of anti-money laundering and countering the
financing of terrorism (“AML/CFT”) defence checks for Jersey residents;
›	to undertake the second line of AML/CFT defence checks in respect of entities
regulated by the Commission through TCSP’s; and to maintain the status as a
business enabler, aiding entrepreneurial endeavour.
The States of Jersey Government has committed to ensure an appropriately
regulated financial services industry taking a proportionate risk-based approach
in order to uphold our reputation and accountability to our business partners while
ensuring that we remain competitive. Transparency of beneficial ownership of
corporate and legal entities has recently been headline news around the world.
Jersey recognises that beneficial ownership transparency is a critical factor
preventing the abuse of the global financial system for laundering the proceeds of
crime and the financing of terrorism.
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Beneficial Ownership - The Jersey Regime
Beneficial Ownership and Control – “The Jersey Model”
Jersey Financial Services Commission

Companies
Registry

Financial
Regulator

Beneficial
Owners
Registry

Transparency
Guidance
Leveraging
Strong Legal Base

Facilitates

Law Enforcement
Agencies
Regulated Service
Providers

Registry
API

Sound Business Practice Policy
Jersey AML Handbook
Regulatory Framework
Legislative Framework

Impact
International Standards

Non-Service Provider
Administration

Registry
Portal

Legislation
International Review

Local Beneficial Owners Data

Jersey has had a central register of beneficial ownership since 1989, and that is
combined with the regulation of Trust and Company Service Providers (“TCSPs”)
ensuring oversight of those who form and administer corporate and legal entities
in Jersey which together ensures compliance with the international standard of
having available adequate, accurate and current beneficial ownership information.
In April 2016 Jersey signed an agreement with the United Kingdom to enhance
the exchange of beneficial ownership information between the law enforcement
authorities. This agreement also underlines our continued commitment to law
enforcement cooperation between the Governments of Jersey and the United
Kingdom
Jersey has recently been assessed by MONEYVAL and a report was published
earlier this year which included a clear statement on the international recognition
of Jersey’s leading position on beneficial ownership transparency. In addition to
the comments made by MONEYVAL, Jersey’s regime concerning transparency of
beneficial ownership has been recognised by the IMF and the World Bank in its
project under the Stolen Assets Recovery Initiative (“StAR”) - “The Puppet Masters.
How the Corrupt Use Legal Structures to Hide Stolen Assets and What to Do About
It.”
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›

Our
Solution

Business Objective

The Business Objective was to establish an adequate, current and accurate central
register of beneficial ownership and control in a system that facilitates timely
and secure access to law enforcement agencies whilst ensuring that individuals
concerned are not informed that a request has been made.
The vision for a successful project outcome was defined and is depicted in the
following graphic.

TCB

API

Registry
Platform

Representative
Industry Bodies
Beneficial
Owners

PORTAL
Industry / Public

Aware and Informed

JFCU

Commission

Desktop
Client

Central Register of
BO Information

Secure
Access

Current, Accurate
& Secure

Terms of Access in place
between Commission & JFCU

Understand Required Action

Sponsor
Compliant: BO Information
Current & Accurate

Jersey Government satisfied that JFCU access facilities
transfer of BO Information as per the sharing agreement
(Exchange of Notes & Technical Protocol)

The major challenges we faced in achieving a successful outcome and ultimately
delivering the business objective is summarised as follows:
(1)	There was no precedent upon which we could base our research and analysis.
We were unable to find a previous example of this issue, or solution whereby
business registries shared highly sensitive information on beneficial ownership
and control with law enforcement agencies on an international basis
(2)	The involved law enforcement agencies demanded significant confidentiality
constraints to protect the integrity of ongoing investigations
(3)	Establishing a secure electronic mechanism to provide automatic access to
the central register of beneficial ownership and control. The challenge was to
make sure that we addressed all cyber security risks and provided adequate
governance and control while also making sure international law enforcement
and tax authorities can get responses to information queries within 1 hour
(4)	Communicating complex and new reporting obligations to industry and the
public
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(5)	Ensuring the central register was accurate and current while driving down the
administrative burden for industry and the public
(6)	Working within aggressive timelines - all objectives had to be delivered within 6
months

Our Solution

The above graphic presents an overview of our solution and the different
stakeholders involved to overcome the complex challenges, associated with:
Information Access; and Information Synchronisation within the Beneficial
Ownership Register. The successful delivery of these key components was
dependent on four main work streams; which are detailed in the following sections.
Legal and Policy
The key objectives of the Legal and Policy work stream were to:
Support Government with the amendment of legislation and regulatory
1)	
amendments
2)	Define Registry policy in all areas impacting the central register of beneficial
ownership and control
3)	Support the drafting of guidance notes and FAQs for all user interaction with
existing and new Registry interfaces (Paper, Portal, Bulk/API) as appropriate
4)	Ensure adequate agreements in place with Government to indemnify the JFSC
of all liabilities with respect to the provision of access to information
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Key Achievements and Effectiveness
1)	A prerequisite for project success was the change in legislation to mandate
the requirement for all legal and corporate entities to automatically notify the
central register of beneficial ownership and control changes. We soon realised
that the legislative changes would not be passed in time and identified the
opportunity to update the Control of Borrowing Order consents to mandate this
requirement. This required the issue of 35,000 COBO Consents to corporate
and legal entities
2)	In order to support businesses with the compliance requirements, we drafted
considerable guidance, policy, FAQ’s and developed tools targeted at industry
and the public to simplify the task of identifying beneficial ownership and
controllers within complex arrangements and partnership structures. Of
particular effectiveness were the visual communications and infographics
created to support the interpretation of the Three Tier Test in accordance with
FATF recommendations which could be instantly transferred and reused by
other jurisdictions.
Identifying Controllers - The 3 tier test
Tier 1: Control through ownership
Start
Here

Can you determine a person that has
MCOI? And, can you obtain information
and evidence of identity for the person
with direct or indirect interest or voting
rights? (MCOI)

yes

Is the identified person
an individual?
no

no

Are there shareholders agreements
or power to appoint senior
management? Do they hold convertible
stock or debt converts to voting rights?
(ECTOOI)

yes

Go to
Tier 2

yes

(note1)

Controller
Identified

Go back to the start and
repeat the 3 tier test in
respect of legal person
or legal arrangement
identified.

GUIDE
MCOI

Tier 2: Control through other means

no

Can you obtain information and
evidence of identity for those
that exercise control through
other means such as personal
connections, financing, family,
contractual associations or
default in payments?
no

= material controlling ownership
interests of 25% or more (on a
risk based approach)

ECTOOI = exert control through other
ownership interests

yes

Is the identified person
an individual?

no

(note1) = Not identified or does not exist
or doubt that it is the controller

yes

Controller
Identified

Go back to the start and
repeat the 3 tier test.

Tier 3: Control through position held

Can you obtain information and.
evidence of identity for individuals
who exercise control through
positions? For example, director
with decision making powers
or executive control.

Controller
Identified

This diagram is intended to be used for guidance purposes only on an application to the Companies Registry. Please refer to the AML/CFT Handbook and in particular section 4 for information as to how the three tier test applies in respect of legal persons and legal arrangements

Technology
We developed an Intelligence Access Point (IAP) as the secure application providing
a single point of access for all information service requests between the Companies
Registry and the financial investigation unit that interconnects with the international
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law enforcement agencies and tax authorities. The IAP allows authorised users to
conduct the following queries:
›
›
›

Identify where a legal entity is a beneficial owner or controller
Return a list of beneficial owners and controllers associated with a legal entity
Identify where a natural person is a beneficial owner or controller

Comprehensive security requirement were defined on behalf of the Companies
Registry, to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the sensitive data held within
the central register of beneficial ownership and control; and by the law enforcement
and tax authorities who demanded confidentiality requirements stipulating that
individuals outside of their authorised officers should not be aware of the searches
conducted.
The main challenges surrounding information security were addressed in the
beneficial owner and controller security model that addressed requirements under
the heading of confidentiality, non-repudiation, identification, authentication, and
authorisation. For security reasons we are unable to publish further details of the
security model and measures adopted, however in the interests of knowledge
sharing and transferability, we are willing to work with IACA colleagues on a case
by case basis to support similar activities and discuss how we have addressed
individual security challenges.
With respect to supporting the update of the central register we introduced a number
of technical enhancements to reduce the administrative burden of compliance and
promote electronic filing of beneficial owner and controller updates.
We are in the process of introducing an Application Programming Interface (API)
to support system to system submission of register updates which is of particular
interest to the high volume agent filers within industry – this ongoing work is within
a separate phase of the wider Registry change programme and is considered out
of scope of this merit award application.
One of the successful measures undertaken to incentivise electronic filing through
the Registry Portal was the introduction of the inline annual return and beneficial
ownership and controller information capture, whereby businesses could satisfy
both reporting requirements in a single filing.
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Customer Awareness and Training
In order to increase the compliance rate and to support industry and local
business with the aggressive timelines we embarked on an extensive outreach and
communications program. A summary of the outreach activities undertaken are
presented as follows:
›	1-2-1 interviews and meetings with high volume filing Trust Company Service
Providers to gain insights on compliance challenges and opportunities to
simplify the integration and update process for businesses
›	Engagement and workshops with the Jersey “tech-community” and intermediary
service providers to expedite the timely development of technical solutions
›	Digital media/awareness videos – explaining the required reporting requirements
and compliance process
›	Walk-in clinics – run three times a week to support the public and industry in
meeting the new reporting requirements
Operational
The Registry officers and front of office team are on the front line and make the
difference between a successful project of this scale and nature. The team were
engaged throughout the project and played a vital role in informing, educating and
supporting the industry and local business in achieving the successful project
outcome. At an operational level Registry management and the team delivered the
following key outcomes:
›	Amended paper forms and ensured channels for automatic notification of
beneficial ownership and control changes were adequate, fit for purpose and
as streamlined as possible to reduce administrative burden on business
›	Ensured the team were equipped and trained to support all stakeholder groups
in meeting the new reporting requirements
›	Supported the design, implementation and testing of the ICT systems required
to capture the information and streamlined business processes where
appropriate
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›

Effectiveness
Operating with a relatively small team, the Registry is challenged to sustain high
levels of customer service while appropriating adequate resources to undertake
projects outside of business as usual.
The Programme of Work that has enabled the Interconnection of Jersey’s Enhanced
Centralised Registry of Beneficial Ownership and Control has delivered the following
outcomes:
1. Establish a secure Central Register of beneficial ownership and control
2.	Achieve the automatic update of the central register reflecting Beneficial
Ownership changes within the applicable thresholds
3.	Provide secure access to support the sharing of beneficial ownership and
control information as per the international agreement with the UK Government
Following the release of the components within out solution, and in particular
the development of the Intelligence Access Point and the enhancements within
our electronic filing environment, the following measurable outcomes have been
recorded
1.	We have established an international Exchange of Notes and Technical Protocol
that provides for the sharing of beneficial ownership and control information
between the Governments of the United Kingdom and Jersey
2.	The international law enforcement and tax authorities now have access to the
details of over 250,000 beneficial owners and controllers of Jersey corporate
and legal entities
3.	International law enforcement and tax authorities receive responses to highly
sensitive beneficial ownership and controller information requests within 1 hour
4.	50% of local residents have used the streamlined annual reporting process
which now allows them to update their beneficial ownership and controller
information in a single process thus reducing the administrative burden of
compliance
5.	Over 35,000 COBO consents were issued to Jersey corporate and legal entities
that mandates their requirement to automatically notify the Registrar of changes
to their beneficial ownership and control structure
These early performance indicators display considerable benefits to our customers
and highlight our continued commitment to the international transparency agenda.
We will continue to work with our customers to reduce the administrative cost of
compliance and are already engaged with industry to develop an API channel for
high volume registry filers to ensure the accurate and current status of the central
register.
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›

Originality

To the best of our knowledge we are the first jurisdiction to provide a working
solution that provides unrestricted access to beneficial ownership and controller
information to law enforcement and tax authorities from another international
jurisdiction.
Other jurisdictions have signed up to international beneficial ownership agreements
with the UK, however as Jersey have had a register of beneficial owners in place
since 1989 we had the advantage to focus on making enhancements to ensure the
accuracy adequacy and current nature of the register; and to concentrate resource
on implementing the Intelligence Access Point as the mechanism for providing
secure and confidential access to sensitive registry information.
The initiatives undertaken within this programme of work may be split into two
innovative sections: Innovation in Policy; and Technological Innovation.

Innovation in Policy

Our use of the Control of Borrowing Order (COBO) Consents to provide vires for
the automatic notification of changes in beneficial ownership and control have
provided an original and unique approach to overcome a time constraint whereby a
change to the Companies Law would not have been possible.
All companies and partnerships require a consent from the Companies Registry to
issue shares or create partnership interests (a COBO Consent). The COBO Consents
and their stipulation are under the control of the Registrar as per the powers
provided by the existing Companies Law. On January 1st 2017, a new COBO Consent
was issued overriding the previous consents, which now mandate the automatic
notification to the Registrar, of beneficial ownership and controller information.

Technological Innovation

Cyber security is recognised as a key business priority across the Commission and
there is an awareness and respect for the increasing threat to information security
and service delivery. Within the Commission the ICT team is dedicated to ensuring
that we maintain the best defence possible and we continually factor this in all new
projects and developments.
There is a considerable amount of complex functionality within the Intelligence
Access Point, although at the core this is an information security heavy component.
Core functionality needed to allow law enforcement and tax officers to undertake
investigations who often undertake lead generation working from partial
information, however security constraints often impacted functional design.
The integrity and confidentiality of our central register is of paramount importance
to the Commission. Confidentiality of lead investigation was of paramount
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importance to the law enforcement agencies. We had to undertake a significant
amount of analysis and design to architect a solution that satisfied the complex
security requirements of all stakeholders while being functionally fit for purpose.
In addition, we needed to provide streamlined functionality to our industry and local
business to simplify the process for them to maintain the central register and to
provide updates in an efficient way. In summary, technological enhancements have
included:
›	Secure and hardened Intelligence Access Point to support 24 / 7 / 365 access to
the central register of beneficial ownership and control
›	IAP Security model that restricts access to an authorised group of authorities
who can undertake confidential and unrestricted searches on the register
of beneficial ownership and control. The security model has addressed
all confidentiality, non-repudiation, identification, authentication, and
authorisation requirements
›	Streamlined electronic annual return process with inline beneficial ownership
and controller information capture
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›	Significance and 				
Transferability
Significance

The publication of our Intelligence Access Point and the move towards establishing
a current and up to date central register of beneficial ownership and control have
collectively increased Jersey’s ability to support the global fight against money
laundering and the finance of terrorism.
For business registers, at an operational level, the AML/CFT fight equates to a
two-fold challenge. Registers must initially ensure that their register is current and
accurate. They have to get beneficial ownership and control information into their
registers. Subsequently they need to provide secure access to authorised users in
a highly secure and confidential manner.
The outcome and significance of this project means that on a 24 / 7 / 365 basis,
Jersey law enforcement agencies can instantly access all beneficial owner and
controller information. The Jersey law enforcement agencies have aggressive
service levels in place with UK law enforcement and tax authorities, and use the
Information Access Point to answer information requests within 1 hour.

Transferability

In terms of transferability of the innovation and lessons learned in this project
we believe that significant knowledge can be directly transferred to many of our
colleagues and friends in IACA and within other jurisdictions. We appreciate that
different jurisdictions are tackling the transparency agenda in different ways and
our solution to providing law enforcement agencies with secure access to our
registers can be applied to the interconnection with Government agencies and
authorities within other Registry use cases.
We are indebted to our friends and colleagues around the globe who have shared
their experience; answered our questions and provided advice in many areas of the
initiatives and projects described in the above programme of work. We are major
advocates of knowledge sharing within the domain and as we have significantly
benefitted from this approach we are happy to discuss our experience; approach;
solutions and as our register matures, our growing pains; operational issues and
sustainability measures.
In order to open the knowledge sharing process and attempt to immediately add
value to the community, the following list highlights assets within Jersey that we are
happy to make available to IACA friends and colleagues on request:
›	We are happy to demonstrate our Intelligence Access Point that we have
provided to the Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) as a secure access point to
query the central register of beneficial ownership and control. Of particular
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interest to other jurisdictions may be the functionality provided and the
structure and organisation of the information services that support LEAs in lead
investigation
›	Our Three Tier Test infographic that we have created to assist legal entities and
intermediary service providers to identify the beneficial owners and controllers
within legal and corporate entities in accordance with FATF recommendations
›	We are also willing to share our experience and information regarding the
security models that we have adopted to ensure the integrity and security of our
central register, while at the same time providing access to authorised external
stakeholders. Due to the nature of information security and in the interests of
not compromising the security of the Commission systems we may need to
sanitise some documentation and information prior to sharing with our IACA
colleagues, however we are committed to help other jurisdiction in the joint fight
to uphold Cyber Security and will share all information possible based on our
experience in this project
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›

Lessons
Learned

Visual Communications

This project contained many complex tasks and concepts that had to be
communicated to both internal and external stakeholders. We have adopted visual
communications as a technique to support the communication of complex subjects
to our stakeholders.
The task for legal entities and intermediaries to identify the beneficial owners and
controllers of complex legal and corporate structures is one such example that we
have overcome through the use of rich visual infographics, specifically with the
creation of the Three Tier Test process. Throughout the project we have produced
detailed and engaging graphics to convey concepts that need to be communicated
and understood by public and industry in a relatively short space of time.

International Standards

Where possible we have continually reverted to international standards, protocols
and best practice to provide a solid foundation for our policy and technology
decisions. We have benefitted in this project by designing a solution that is
consistent with FATF Guidance on transparency and beneficial ownership; a
simple example is by capturing nationality values for individuals in accordance with
classification guidelines as prescribed by the OECD, where a definitive nationality
standard is unavailable.

MVP

The Governments of the UK and Jersey entered into an information sharing
agreement that had immovable commencement dates. We had a fixed amount
of time to establish a viable solution. Within the team we used the mantra of the
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) and constantly challenged functionality to reduce
scope creep and the unnecessary use of valuable resource and time.
Of course when creating the specification we had to be clear on the definition of
“viable”, especially with respect to quality and security measures when dealing with
highly sensitive information.

Customer Awareness and Engagement

Integral to our customer engagement and outreach campaign was the
establishment of our Registry Collaboration Portal. Through using Software as a
Service Cloud solutions, such as Zoho, we were able to very quickly and with limited
cost create an environment moderated by the Registry that facilitated significant
debate and collaboration amongst a wide range of Registry stakeholders from the
key industry, legal, administrative and “tech-community” groups.
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